Abstract: This paper presents a real-time push middleware and mobile application for data and multimedia content delivery to enable electric vehicle smart charging and aggregation. Intelligent aggregation and charge scheduling software can leverage the battery capacity of an EV to level peak loads by delaying or throttling charging during peak loads, "valley fill" during off-peak times, and contribute to demand response and spinning reserves by sending electricity into the grid. EV users are updated on the status of their vehicle and may set their charge parameters via web or native mobile application. Facility and utility operators can monitor and control garage and microgrid status through a separate web or mobile application. The content to facilitate aggregated smart charging and monitoring may come from a variety of sources including web servers, ftp servers, Bluetooth or Zigbee or other protocol sensors, and local or remote databases. The middleware will accept content upload and database storage, securely provide content to outside entities, match content to user subscriptions, use user context including connection speed, device type, and location to deliver appropriately formatted content, and provide a reliable mechanism for push content delivery to a multitude of devices including mobile phones and tablet.
Introduction
The number of electric vehicles (EVs) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) in use by individuals and those comprising fleets is expected to reach one million by 2015 (United States Department of Energy, 2011) . There is an expectation that widespread EV adoption will not have an impact on the grid, assuming that users will predominantly plug-in during off-peak hours and that generation capacity will grow commensurately with proliferation (Hadley 2007) . However, this expectation does not take into account user real-life user charging habits including the want or need to plug-in regardless of the grid load and possibly coinciding with peak load, e.g. during work hours. Though an individual EV will not make a significant impact on grid load, as more plug in, charging must be scheduled intelligently in order to avoid overloading the grid at peak hours and to take advantage of off-peak charging benefits. In order to optimally schedule charging for maximum benefit and minimum detriment to the grid, EVs must be aggregated (Tomic and Kempton 2007) . The number of EVs that need to be aggregated to make an impact depends on the size of the grid or microgrid.
Aggregated EVs whose charging is managed by scheduling software can provide many benefits including being able to act as a controllable load aiding in peak-shaving, valley filling, and overall load leveling (Gellings 1985; Guille and Gross 2009) . They can also serve as an energy resource by sending electricity back into the grid thereby preventing or postponing load shedding. Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) operation has been shown to be able to fill the role of a spinning reserve, a regulation method, and to some extent a way of providing of peak power (Kempton and Tomic 2005) . Studies have shown that the difference between depleting the state of charge of a lithium-ion battery, typically used in EVs, from 3% to 6% can significantly degrade battery life (Bloom et al. 2001) . In the interest of battery life preservation, while still utilizing the stored energy of an EV, a small percentage, dependent on the battery type, of each EV's stored energy should be fed back to the grid. The more EVs that are aggregated, the smaller the amount of energy needed from each one becomes. In addition to grid related benefits, aggregated EVs can provide economic advantages to EV owners, EV aggregators, and utility companies. EV aggregators would make a profit by buying small amounts of power from individual EV owners and selling a negotiated size block of power to the regional utility. In addition, aggregators would be paid for regulation, peak power, spinning reserve, and demand response services. Individual EV owners stand to benefit when aggregators compensate them for the use of their vehicle's stored energy for V2G services. Utility companies would save money by having a flatter and more predictable load curve thus reducing the need for spinning and non-spinning reserves.
In this paper we present the framework for two pieces of software to enable the aforementioned aggregated scheduled charging. The first piece is a mobile application through which EV owners can monitor and control the charging of their vehicles. It must provide users with real-time updates on the status of their vehicles, real-time charge status and demand response alerts, as well as let users choose the charging modality for their vehicle. Users can subscribe to pertinent information updates and can describe their update criteria by creating rules. The second piece is a middleware running on a central server that aggregates all content from EVs and their respective chargers, realtime power usage at the grid and microgrid level, constraints including maximum available power at the circuit, microgrid, and grid levels, and user charging preference profiles. Content may come from a variety of sources including web servers, ftp servers, Bluetooth or Zigbee or other protocol sensors, and local or remote databases. This middleware will accept content upload and database storage, securely provide content to outside entities, match content to user subscriptions, use user context including connection speed, device type, and location to deliver appropriately formatted content, and provide a reliable mechanism for push content delivery to a multitude of devices including mobile phones and tablet.
Literature Review

Push
Push, pull, and hybrid push/pull models for data access have been extensively researched and implemented. The Minstrel Push System (Hauswirth and Jazayeri 1999) was one of the first research projects to implement a true push system, not simply an interval poll approach. The implementation model consisted of channels where information providers would announce the availability of new data. Each provider could have access to multiple channels corresponding to different types of data. End users can subscribe to channels of interest and all content available on that channel will be pushed to them.
The architecture is made up of three major components: 1) a Broadcaster 2) a Receiver 3) an optional Payment Server. Both the broadcaster and receiver have a Protocol Engine which handles the distribution of content over different protocols e.g. HTTP, RTP, MMS. The broadcaster manages data coming from information providers and distribution of channel information to the receiver. The information providers input rules for their content, directing it to the appropriate channel. The receiver handles client subscriptions and distributing the appropriate content from the subscribed channels from the broadcaster. The optional payment server interacts with the broadcaster and receiver to handle client payments and the subsequent distribution of the paid content.
A distinction between push and event-based systems is made. The primary role of a push system is near real-time dissemination of data from broadcasters to receivers. The purpose of an event-based system is to notify users of events, where any user may generate an event. Whereas a push system is limited in frequency and size of content dissemination, an event-based one is not due to the inherently lightweight nature of events. Event-based systems may process a high frequency of events compared to push systems because events have a small overhead while push messages have a larger overhead since they are information oriented. The concept of channels does not exist in an event system since there is no static connection between producers and consumers or broadcasters and receivers. Since any user may be a broadcaster or receiver the idea of a channel is replaced by that of a pattern. A pattern may be a single event keyword, or a sequence of events. Patterns are used to group events and consumers may receive notification upon the occurrence of a pattern.
The Minstrel push system was the first research project to present a component architecture and address the design issues of scalability and multiple push methodologies. Though the issue of scalability is discussed, a detailed solution is not proposed. Scalability is affected by many factors including maximum number of total users, maximum users supported per server, type of data being pushed, subscription complexity -none of these is addressed. In addition, push, pull, and hybrid push/pull content dissemination strategies were analyzed qualitatively but not quantitatively. The final decision to use hybrid push/pull was based solely on qualitative investigation, not on a model or experimental results.
The same authors later addressed the issue of push content dissemination for mobile users (Podnar, Hauswirth, and Jazayeri 2002) . They argue that the additional problems imposed by mobile users versus fixed users are increased routing complexity and frequent disconnections. This paper uses the foundation proposed in the Minstrel Project and builds on it.
Publish Subscribe
Publish-subscribe is a commonly used strategy for intelligently filtering data at the network edge and allowing users to limit the information they receive to content of interest. Mühl et al. (2004) describe a strategy for information dissemination to mobile clients using publish-subscribe. The issues of push and pull of information are also investigated.
Information may be disseminated via push or pull periodically or non-periodically. Periodic communication entails that the provider and consumer contact each other at specified intervals. This interval may be static or adaptive. Non-periodic communication is client initiated in a pull system, or event based in a push system. This system decided to use a non-periodic push scheme for information dissemination. This decision was based on the following advantages: 1) only one message needed to communicate new data 2) provider can initiate instant communication when new data is available 3) multicast may be used instead of point to point contact 4) non-periodic pull may be used in conjunction to allow clients to update current or past content.
Specific push technologies are investigated, including JavaScript applets and pushlets. Java applets can implement push through a callback such as CORBA or RMI. These type of callbacks block on the server side which limits their scalability and makes them disadvantageous for a large-scale push system. JavaScript pushlets establish an HTTP connection from the client to the server which is kept alive and over which data is sent from the server to the client. However, if the connection ends due to connectivity issues, the server is not longer able to push new data.
Content-based publish-subscribe is described and analyzed. The basis of publish-subscribe is that content producers asynchronously publish notifications informing consumers that new content is available, and consumers create a request for content that matches their filtering criteria called a subscription. A notification service may be used to decouple producers and consumers. Its purpose is to transmit published notifications that match consumers' subscription criteria. Filtering is accomplished using a Boolean expression of types and attributes.
For larger number of users, a distributed system is used. Each machine is a "broker" that manages the transmission of content notifications to consumers. Each broker handles an exclusive set of clients. In the simplest implementation, when a notification is issued, it is flooded to all brokers that then deliver it to clients with a matching subscription. In a more advanced implementation, each broker also has a routing table whose entries contain the subscriptions of clients and the broker that handles that client. When a notification is issued it propagates through the broker network according to routing tables. Routing tables are updated using a routing algorithm when clients update their subscriptions.
The specific needs of mobile clients are addressed, including automatically limiting the number of updates, allowing the client to limit update frequency, and connectivity.
Since mobile client connections are subject to frequent disconnection, a mechanism is needed to provide the client with the experience of a persistent connection --it must prevent duplicate and missed notifications. This is achieved by duplicating the transport layer functionality of notification receipt acknowledgement. Notifications are queued until an acknowledgement is received. If the connection is dropped then re-established, the client and broker transmit the last received notification number and notifications resume. If the client reconnects to a different broker the middleware transfers the state to the new broker and the routing algorithm updates the routing tables.
The case of extended-time disconnections is handled by assigning a time limit to client subscriptions. Notifications will queue while the client is disconnected until the specified subscription time is reached, at which point the subscription will be cancelled and queued notifications will be removed. In addition clients can specify a limit to the age of notifications they wish to receive and whether or not they only wish to only receive the most recent notification for a specific content item.
Experimental results show that if each client accepts updates at the maximum rate of the system (1 update per 100 ms), the amount of traffic increases exponentially with number of users. If users limit the frequency of updates to between 1 update per 100 ms and 4000 ms, network traffic increases linearly with number of users. These tests assumed one producer publishing stock quote updates every 100 ms and each client subscribed to 10 stock quotes.
This research presents a push framework for mobile clients with an emphasis on scalability. The issue of push vs. pull vs. hybrid push/pull is addressed, but only qualitatively. A distributed publish subscribe notification system for mobile devices is detailed. It takes into account the erratic nature of mobile connections by queuing notifications and preventing duplicate and missed notifications. Scalability is handled by brokers that handle mutually exclusive sets of clients. Brokers have a routing table, with subscription and client destination pairs, that allows them to forward notifications to the correct client. This paradigm works well for simple data such as notifications, however for multimedia content it would not function well.
Collaborative Mobile Framework
The MobIME project (Su et al. 2004 ) proposes a framework for mobile collaborative multimedia content generation, representation, and delivery. The unique requirements of mobile devices are considered including varied device profiles e.g. screen size, screen resolution, supported image, video, and audio formats, and varied connection capabilities.
A unified multimedia format is developed that supports images, vector graphics, text, and voice data. This unified file format (UFF) is XML based and organizes objects in the DOM structure, where the document consists of a tree of nodes and nodes are defined a priori. This UFF allows for the transmission of multiple types of content and multiple representations of the same content in a single file. The use of a UFF simplifies and improves the efficiency of system communication.
The framework is built on four layers: 1) content generation 2) communication 3) content consumption and regeneration 4) content visualization. The content generation layer generates a UFF based on the client request, which includes the requesting device profile, network status, and requested content URL. This layer is comprised of a message-oriented middleware that handles content generation and delivery. The requested content is embedded in the UFF and sent to the message agent. The message agent either delivers the content if the client is online, or stores it for later transmission when the client comes online again. This is called the smart content service.
The communication layer is comprised of a session management object and profile management object. The session management object authenticates the user when he logs in, maintains a record of client transactions, and handles connections and disconnections. The profile management object keeps track of the user device type and operating system and connection status (communication protocol, bandwidth) .
The content consumption and regeneration layer is on the client side and parses the UFF received from the content generation layer and feeds it to the content visualization layer. If the user alters the content received e.g. annotates an image with text, this layer delivers the altered content to the server for access by other users.
This work presents a layered architecture for content delivery to a variety of devices using a UFF and a message oriented middleware to handle the delivery of content. A number of mobile characteristics are accounted for including erratic connectivity and varied device profiles. Content delivery is based on user requests, not push based.
Mobile Collaborative Middleware
Mobile Collaboration Architecture (MoCA) (Sacramento et al. 2004 ) is a middleware for developing collaborative applications for mobile users -it provides a framework for aggregating mobile users' context including location, battery life, and CPU usage. Server and client APIs are provided. The motivation for creating MoCA is the notion that mobile collaboration is not motivated by a predefined task, rather by randomly initiated sharing of information.
MoCA provides services to aggregate and disseminate device context. The monitoring daemon runs on a mobile device and sends context information, including wireless connection strength, battery life, CPU usage, free memory, current and available access points, to the context information service (CIS) running on a server. The CIS handles incoming context information from mobile devices. The CIS also receives subscriptions for notifications to be sent when device context changes. The discovery service (DS) keeps track of all applications registered with MoCA. The configuration service (CS) stores the IP addresses of the CIS and DS to be used by each mobile device -this service keeps the load equal among servers. The location interference service (LIS) uses access point signal strength to determine an approximate device location.
MoCA provides a middleware for monitoring device context, a subscription-based notification service for alerting applications to changes in device context, and a location service for determining device position using RF signal strength from WiFi access points.
Indexing
Zhou et al. (2005) present a Hybrid Index Structure for Location-Based Web Search. It is noted that location-based searches are two-dimensional in Euclidean space and conventional text searches are set oriented. A hybrid index structure that considers both the geographical and textual information on a page is proposed. The geographical scope of a page, textual place names, is extracted then represented as a twodimensional spatial object. The spatial object used to represent a location is a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR). The R*-tree is used to index the MBRs. Each leaf node of the R*-tree is a region represented by an MBR that points to a list of pages whose geographical scope is included by this MBR.
This approach works well for a static dataset, but cannot adapt for dynamically updated data.
In the reviewed literature there are a number of outstanding issues. The topic of mobile push content has only been given a cursory analysis -an architecture for reliable, adaptive push content delivery to mobile clients with intermittent connectivity has not been developed. In addition, the matter of searching a large amount of content to match user content subscriptions has not been investigated. I propose the architecture in the following section to address these issues.
Real-Time Push Middleware Architecture
Overview
The real-time push middleware (RTPM) will serve four main functions: 1) collect data from an array of sources using a variety of protocols 2) store collected data in a local database 3) provide data on request through a web service 4) provide a publish/subscribe "push" interface to clients who require low latency near real-time data. A client may require pricing, demand, and sensor data from many sources including the utility provider, the microgrid operator, EV users, chargers, and sensors and actuators using Zigbee, Bluetooth and other communication protocols. Depending on polling and sampling frequencies these may be very high volume data. The proposed publish/subscribe event-based "push" architecture allows subscribers to initiate a connection over which the RTPM can asynchronously push data as it becomes available and that meets their subscription criteria. For example, if the a client only wishes to receive EV state-of-charge updates whose value has changed more than 1%, and whose location lies within the bounding box of 34.068, -118.445 and 34.067, -118.443, i.e. a specific parking garage, the user can specify these conditions as a rule that become part of his subscription, and he will receive the pertinent updates as long as he is connected.
In an example system scenario ( Figure 1, Figure 2 ), EV charging data is sent via a Zigbee mesh network to a base station. The data is then charted, saved as an image file, and then uploaded to the RTPM server along with metadata including location and tags. Users whose subscriptions and device contexts match the metadata of the content are sent a notification of this new content.
Figure 1 Example System Scenario
Figure 2 System Diagram
Architecture
The RTPM has a five layer architecture based on the work of Su et al. (2004) with the addition of the User Services Layer to facilitate mobile push and the Content Management layer to handle indexing and reformatting of content (Figure 3) . 
Rules Layer
A rules engine allows for customizable solutions using logical rules specific to the problem space (Su 2003) . XML has become the standard for rule languages thanks to the simplicity it brings in organizing the regular expressions, conditions, values, and logic that comprise rules (Su 2003; Boag et al. 2005; Boley et al. 2001) . The primary use for rules in this middleware is data filtration. End users specify the types, conditions, and values that constitute pertinent data to them, and the middleware filters all incoming data according to these rules.
The primary functions of the Rules Layer (RL) are to parse new and updated rules from XML format to the Rule data structure, index the Rule in the location domain, search for matching Rules given a new piece of data, and handle serialization to and deserialization from disk of Rules.
Rule Data Structure
Rules are constructed of one to many "DataTypeConditions" which are in turn made up of a single data-type specifier, a field name specifier that corresponds to the database field, a condition, a value, and any associated logic (Figure 4) . Enumerations are defined for accepted data-types, logic, and conditions. In addition a Rule has a unique name, the userID of its owner, and a unique ruleID.
Figure 4 Rule and associated classes
Rule Parsing and Processing
Rules are sent to the middleware in XML format, validated, parsed, indexed, added to the user's profile, and added to the database. Values for each data-type are checked for validity and logic is checked to disallow Rules that can never return a match. As the XML representation is parsed, one to many ConditionValue objects are created which make up a single DataTypeCondtion object, which in turn constitute a Rule object. The user's ID is stored in the Rule as well as a unique, monotonically increasing ruleID. Once the Rule object is created, it is indexed using its location condition. Finally the Rule is added to the list of Rules that make up a user's subscription and is added to the database.
Device Context
Rules may be dependent on device context in two different modalities: 1) if the user specifies a location requirement center around his current device location 2) based on device screen resolution, processing speed, and current connection speed. The User Services Layer (USL) notifies the RL of client device context updates which in turn updates the appropriate Rules with user location and content quality requirements based on device processing speed and connection speed.
Indexing
For every new piece of content received by the middleware, all Rules for all users must be searched for a match based on the attributes of the content and the conditions, values, and logic of the Rules. Indexing of Rules is needed to mitigate search times as the number of Rules and the frequency of received content increase. The "LOCATION" data-type is chosen for indexing since spatial geography searches in an SQL database are the slowest among the string, int, datetime, and geography data-types.
The earth's surface is tessellated into tiles of size one degree latitude by one degree longitude, which are stored in a two dimensional array. The "LOCATION" condition for a Rule is specified by a bounding box which is defined by an upper left and lower right latitude, longitude pair. Rules are added to every tile that they cover partially or fully. Tiles store Rules in a modified R-Tree structure where the bounding box of both the leaf nodes and non-leaf nodes belongs to a Rule. Figure 5 shows an example wherein six distinct Rules with six different location requirements are indexed using the R-Tree. Bounding boxes R1 and R2 are root nodes, R3 and R4 are children of R1 and R5 is a child of R2, and R6 is a child of R4. The R-Tree structure belongs to the tile that spans latitudes 0.0 to 1.0 and longitudes 0.0 to 1.0. Each time the middleware receives a new piece of content the RL will be queried for any matching Rules given the content location. It will in turn look up the tile corresponding to the content location and query it for matching Rules. The tile will search the root nodes of the R-Tree, descend any node that contains the content, and return all Rules that contain it. The SQL database will be queried for the Rules that match the IDs returned by the tile-location search and that match the rest of the string, int, and datetime attributes of the received content.
This method for Rule matching is faster than a SQL location search because tile access is O(1) since they are stored in a constant sized array. If for a given piece of content there are no Rules stored in the corresponding tile, the search time is nearly instant. If Rules are stored in the tile, only the root nodes of the r-tree must be searched before concluding there are no matches --potentially significantly fewer of items to search than the total number of Rules. Once the tile returns matching Rules, which are identified by their ID value, we significantly improve the performance of our subsequent SQL search because we obviate the need for a slow SQL location search. If the ID column is the primary key for the table i.e. there is a clustered index for the ID column, a search over a Rule's ID, string, int, and datetime attributes will be faster than a search over the location, string, int, and datetime attributes.
Figure 5 R-Tree structure and spatial visualization
Search
The RL is responsible for searching for Rules that are satisfied given a piece of content. Rule IDs are the primary key i.e. clustered index in our database yielding an average search time of O(log t n) where t is the minimization factor. This is an improvement over the O(n) search time of a non-indexed column. A String of Rule IDs is compiled from the location index and the String of IDs for Rules without location requirements. If the content has a location attribute the location index is consulted and a String of matching Rule IDs will be returned and added to our Rule ID String. Next, irrespective of whether or not the content has a location attribute, the String of Rule IDs for Rules with no location requirement is added to our ID String. A PreparedStatement is constructed using the String of Rule IDs and attributes of the content, excluding location, and the database is queried. By using the location index we succeed in narrowing down our search to a smaller subset of all the active Rules in the middleware. Search time is decreased significantly in two ways: 1) if the location index returns null we obviate a database search and the total search time is O(1) i.e. constant 2) we avoid performing a SQL location search by searching over the Rule IDs, which are the content table's primary key, returned by the location index which takes an average time of O(log t n).
Content Layer
The Content Layer (CL) handles insertion of incoming content into the database, reformatting of content for target devices and varied network connections, indexing of content in the location domain, and searching for matching content given a Rule and a target device. Content may be uploaded by both dedicated content providers and clients.
Content reformatting
Users may connect to the middleware from a variety of devices including smartphones, tablets, and laptops. These devices may connect over an array of networks including 2G, 3G and 4G cellular networks, WiFi, and ethernet. Based on the target device and its connectivity the middleware will serve a particular version of a content item.
The CL will reformat the incoming content depending on its MIME type. Images are resized for a variety of popular device screen resolutions including HVGA and WVGA. Video is transcoded using the H264 codec to a set resolution of 320x480, which is supported by all target devices, using three different bitrates, 100, 500, and 1000 kbps, corresponding to low, medium, and high quality. Since these are CPU and storage intensive processes, a servlet running on a dedicated machine handles content upload, storage, and content reformatting. Once reformatting is completed, the servlet notifies the middleware of all versions of the newly arrived content as well as their attributes.
Indexing
Similar to the case for Rules, when a new Rule is received or an existing Rule is updated all content must be searched. Additionally when a user connects, his subscription is made active and a search must be performed. Similar to the rationale behind Rule indexing, we index the content's location attribute.
The data structure used for Rule indexing, in which the earth's surface is tessellated into Tiles stored in a two-dimensional array, is also used for content. However, since a content's location can be represented by a single latitude longitude point, content is stored in an ArrayList within the Tile. A two-dimensional array, called contentBins, internal to the Tile data structure is used to tessellate the Tile into a 10x10 grid and count the number of content items in a particular subregion of the Tile. When content is indexed, its location is used to access a tile in the two-dimensional array. When it is added to that Tile, a check is performed to see if any sub-Tiles contain the content. If there is a sub-Tile that contains the content, its addContent method is called with the content. If not, a check is performed to ensure this Tile's MAXCONTENT is not exceeded. Once both checks are passed, the content is added to the Tile's content list and the corresponding bin in contentBins is incremented. If MAXCONTENT is exceeded the createSubtile method is called ( Figure 6 ).
Figure 6 Add content flowchart
The purpose of the createSubtile method is to reduce the amount of content in a Tile by creating sub-Tiles and moving contained content to them. Sub-Tiles are Tile objects that are children of the larger parent Tile that contains them. Content distribution is analyzed to determine the type of sub-tiling to be performed. A ChiSquare two sample test is performed comparing the actual content frequency count in our two-dimensional contentBins and a known uniform distribution. If the observed significance level is less than 0.95, null hypothesis (uniform distribution) is rejected and the conclusion is reached that content distribution is non-uniform. If a non-uniform distribution is encountered, the next step is to search for clusters of content and create Tiles that contain them. The median content frequency is calculated for contentBins and all bins that contain more content items than the median have their center points added to a list of potential content cluster centroids. ContentClusters, which contain a list of content and a center point, are created using the potential centroids and content is added to the closest cluster (Figure 7) . Clusters are merged and Tiles are created that contain clusters with a content count greater than 10% of the parent Tile's MAXCONTENT (Figure 8 ). If content is spatially uniformly distributed within the Tile, it is simply tessellated into four equally sized Tiles and content is moved to the corresponding Tiles. 
Search
A search of content must be performed when new Rules are received, old Rules are updated, and when existing Rules are activated when a user connects. Similar to Rule IDs, content IDs are the primary key in the database and search time on average will be O(log t n) where t is the minimization factor. A String containing all content IDs is compiled using the location index, or the String of content IDs lacking a location attribute if the Rule also lacks a location requirement.
Security Layer
The security layer handles user authentication and rights management. When a client first connects to the middleware, the Security Layer responds with an authorization challenge including a nonce and a timestamp. The client then computes IDMD5 = MD5 hash of userID:password, then responds to the server with the MD5 hash of IDMD5:nonce:timestamp:shared_secret. The server performs the same MD5 hash and if they match the user is authenticated and issued a session token which is valid until the user has been disconnected for more than five minutes.
Basic rights management is implemented by disallowing direct URL access of protected resources. These protected resources are authenticated through a separate servlet that returns the content byte stream after verifying the client's session token.
User Services Layer
To realize a middleware that can push near real-time data to devices including mobile phones and tablets, the connectivity issues associated with these devices must be addressed. Mobile devices can connect to a variety of wireless data networks including cellular 2G, 3G, and 4G, WiFi, and WiMAX. The device's IP address may change at any time due to physical movement between cell towers or switching between networks caused by a change in availability of networks. The second issue is the intermittent nature of wireless data connections. A mobile phone's connection is subject to random disconnection because of physical phenomena like radio interference and hand-off issues between towers. To contend with these issues the User Services Layer (USL) must handle user connections and disconnections, keep track of user connection status, ensure content delivery, modify content delivery based on current device context, and collect and store user profile information.
Connection modalities
The USL is implemented for two different connection modalities, both allowing for push content delivery: 1) TCP socket 2) Comet servlet. The socket approach allows the client to open a TCP socket to the middleware which remains open until he explicitly disconnects or is disconnected as a result of a network disturbance. The Comet servlet approach requires the client to send an HTTP request, wait for the asynchronous server response after which the connection is closed, then immediately send another request. The advantages of Comet are that many HTTP servers already exist that support the Comet model and the client may use a web application as opposed to a native device application. The disadvantages are an increased delay in content receipt at the client end. We define the delay to send an HTTP request to be d r , which is the time taken for the request message to travel from the client to the server, and the content notification delay d c , the time to transmit a typical content notification from the server to the client. We assume d r ≥ 10d c since both messages are less than 1000 bytes, but the uplink bandwidth of the client is usually at least an order of magnitude smaller than that of the server e.g. for a 3G mobile client 1 Mbps vs. 10 Mbps on the server-side. The worst cast delay for the Comet client will be d r +d c , where a new content notification is queued to be sent right after the server finishes sending one, and the best case will be d c , where the user has been connected for some time and a new content notification has just been enqueued. In both cases we assume an underlying persistent connection and that the socket client has already connected at some time in the past. In addition to a longer delay in new content notification using the Comet method, more energy is used by the device to continuously send HTTP requests after receiving content notifications.
Content synchronization
In order to maintain content synchronization between the client and server, a message queue and message acknowledgement system is used. Because of the intermittent nature of mobile connections, it is imperative that such a system be implemented in order to maintain client server content coherence. In case of client disconnection, content notifications are queued for a set time of two minutes before being cleared. If an acknowledgement fails to be received for a message, it remains in the queue and the USL attempts to re-send five times before clearing it. In case of client disconnection, it is up to the client to reconnect. The server cannot initiate the push connection to the device for several reasons including the client's device's IP may have changed, the carrier's firewall blocks incoming connections. The client alters the frequency of and whether or not it attempts to reconnect after a disconnect depending on its battery state of charge.
User Profile
Once a user has connected and been authorized, the client application sends a device profile message including operating system name and version, device processor speed, device model, total memory, and display resolution. Next the client application syncs the user's subscription with the server. If the client has an established profile, the USL deserializes it from disk, synchronizes the Rules that comprise the subscription, and updates the device profile. User profile includes the userID, subscriptions, active device profile, and current device context. Device profile parameters are used to update Rules to ensure the appropriate version of content is delivered to the client. The client application also sends periodic device context updates that include device location and current connection speed. The client application controls the frequency of device context updates to the server depending on its own battery state of charge. Device context is stored in the user's profile and is used to modify Rules whose location requirement is based on current user location. Device connection speed and processor speed are used to update Rules' content quality requirement.
Application Layer
The Application Layer (AL) functions as a delegator: when new content arrives it calls the RL's search function, and when a Rule changes it calls the CL's search function. In the case of an RL search the AL sends a new content notification message through the USL to all clients who had a Rule that matched the new content (Figure 9 ). For a CL search the AL sends a notification of all matching content via the USL to the client who has updated his Rule. 
Overview
A native mobile application was implemented for use on the client-side instead of a web application because of the need to initiate a socket connection to the middleware. Additionally the application needs to use device information including screen resolution, CPU speed, and network connection speed, and location. The mobile application provides three tabbed screens with the following functionalities: 1) Push Content Portal (primary screen) --connect/disconnect control, content notification display 2) Content Upload Portal 3) Subscription Management.
Push Content Portal
The Push Content Portal (PCP), which is the primary screen, handles connections and disconnections, sending and receiving of data, and content notification parsing and display. Two main classes underpin the portal: 1) MySocket 2) XMLContentNotificationParser.
The MySocket class provides methods to connect and disconnect from a given host on a given port. Additionally it provides callback functionality for the PCP to to be notified asynchronously of when new data is available to be read, a write operation has completed, or an error has occurred. This is accomplished by using the main thread's CFRunLoop which monitors when events such as kCFStreamEventHasBytesAvailable, kCFStreamEventCanAcceptBytes, and kCFStreamEventErrorOccurred, have occurred on the socket's read and write streams. By using asynchronous reads and writes on the socket, the application does not block while waiting for new data or data to be written and the user interface remains responsive.
The XMLContentNotificationParser parses new content notifications which are structured in XML format. Notifications contain a thumbnail image of the content, if applicable, encoded in Base64, the MIME type, the tags, the size, and the date ( Figure  10 ).
Figure 10 Push Content Portal
In addition to the information displayed to the user, notifications contain the content's unique identification number (contentID). Parsed content notifications are added to an NSMutableDictionary which serves as the data source for the UITableView. When the user selects a row, the content server is sent an HTTP request with the contentID and the session token, and a reply is sent containing the corresponding content. The contentID corresponds to a piece of content with a unique resolution and quality determined by the middleware. Upon displaying the content in the PCP, the user is presented with buttons allowing him to comment on, rate, share, report, and visualize the location of the content (Figure 11 ).
Figure 11 Content display
Content Upload Portal
In addition to being content consumers, clients can act as content producers through the Content Upload Portal (CUP). Existing content on the mobile device, or newly captured content from the camera, microphone, or accelerometer, may be uploaded to the middleware (Figure 12a ). Metadata including tags, date, and location are set automatically by the application and may be modified by the user (Figure 12b ). 
Subscription Management
A user's subscription is comprised of one to many Rules which he can define and synchronize with the middleware (Figure 13 ).
Figure 13 Subscription Manager
Once the user has defined a Rule using the application's GUI (Figure 14) , the XMLRuleHandler class will build its XML representation, which is stored locally and on the middleware server. This class also performs the reverse operation and parses the XML representation, as well as performing validation.
Figure 14 Rule definition GUI
Push Middleware Real-Time Performance
New content uploads constitute a stochastic process --content may be uploaded at any time to the server by any authorized user. In order for near real-time delivery of content that matches clients' subscriptions the following are necessary: 1) fast Rules search given content attributes 2) asynchronous content delivery mechanism 3) fast connection.
Tests comparing poll and push content delivery methods were performed using a content provider sending new content at a random interval of between 200 ms and 5000 ms (Figure 15 ). Five trials were conducted for each method with the same seeded random interval generator i.e. same new content update interval sequence among tests. Latency for the push method was measured from the time of arrival of the content at the server to the receipt of the acknowledgement message from the client that it received the content notification. Average latency was 37 ms with a standard deviation of 6 ms.
Latency for the poll method was measured from the time of the first new content request message to when the response contains new content. Average latency for this method was 2575 ms with a standard deviation of 1433 ms. The ping time from client to server during these tests averaged 28.8 ms with a standard deviation of 1.8 ms. It is apparent that the push delivery method provides new content updates in near real-time whereas the poll method does not.
Figure 15 Content Notification Latency For Poll and Push
A traditional fixed interval poll method to check for new content is ideal when content arrives with the same frequency as the poll requests. However, if content arrives randomly this method is not ideal since the majority of requests for new content may return nothing. For mobile users this method is not desirable because their battery will be depleted faster. As an example, the Apple iPhone 4 has a 5.25 Whr LithiumPolymer battery with 18900 Joules total energy storage. Assuming a size of 1 KB for an HTTP GET request and the response, and similar energy usage for upload and download transfers, each time the application polls for new data 1 J is used for a WiFi connection and 3.5 J for a 3G connection (Balasubramanian and Balasubramanian and Venkataramani 2009 ). The amount of energy wasted sending new content requests to the server with a fruitless response is shown in Figure 16 . Using WiFi 1225 J is wasted and using 3G 4285 J is wasted, 6.5% and 22.7% respectively of the total battery energy. Push delivery eliminates this waste completely since data is only transferred when matching content is found.
Push content delivery is superior to poll because it delivers near real-time content updates while simultaneously preserving battery charge. 
Conclusion
Aggregated EV smart charging can only be realized if EV owners and users are able to precisely and exactly control and monitor the charging of their vehicles. Mobile devices will be their primary portal for monitoring and control. The presented mobile application will allow users to monitor the status of their vehicles and be alerted to important events by creating Rules based subscriptions describing their update criteria. The push delivery mechanism provided by the middleware allows for near real-time data delivery, obviates the need for the client application to continuously poll the server thereby saving precious battery charge, and is able to recover and maintain synchronization in case of network connectivity issues. The marriage of the described middleware and mobile application present an ideal framework for aggregated EV smart charging.
